Talking about the feelings of the men in the coal miner said, "You know, I'd like to see the day when there go underground and put his life in danger to get coal. But with the men that are doing just that now?"

Next Issue:
Behind the Peace Talks
Ten Years After V-J Day

"DAVY CROCKETT" SONGS SLANDER THE PEOPLE

LOS ANGELES — When the song about Davy Crockett first came out one of the men in the shop commented, "The Indians are the ones mistreated people in the United States and Davy Crockett was one of the men most responsible for that. But you wouldn't think that from all the Davy Crockett propaganda, today."

Now I notice that there is a take-off on "Davy Crockett" in a song about Pancho Lopez, King of Olvera Street (Olvera St. is a Mexican tourist attraction in Los Angeles.) I think less of this song than I do of the original. The Pancho Lopez version perpetuates the myth of the lazy Mexican and slander those poor people who fought in the Mexican revolution. The worst part of the whole affair is that the Pancho Lopez version was actually written by a team of Mexican writers who are making a commercial success out of the prejudice against their own people. I understand they have all advantages over those people, they are always having war on them. Edwards said, "I never thought of the things you are saying. But at this moment, the most important thing to humanity is peace."

Men Laugh at Politician
George replied, "Maybe you only think of things in the West, Pancho, we were brought up to think the same way. What you think is important is what will help the interest of the Party. I recognize, when you spoke about world peace you said we were not talking about the people in Mexico, or China, in Russia. It is not you saying the governments of Red China and Russia and not the people in these two countries. The working people, the common people, are suffering more than any other working and poor people in this world."

All the workers laughed when George told Edwards this. Then they hurried away to the time clock to punch out and go home.

**Something New In Coal**

MINERS RESTLESS AS COAL PRODUCTION RISES

In 1950, there were some 450,000 coal miners. Today, it is doubtful that there are as many as half as many. John L. Lewis, in a recent interview said, "Europe is clamoring for coal. England's demands for coal are so great she has tripled her imports from the United States. On every hand the indications are that more and more coal will be needed as they switch away from oil and gas."

The picture Lewis paints for coal is a bright one for the miners. OPEHMISM NOT SHARED Lewis' optimism is not shared by the miners. While the mines that are now working, work only six days a week — more steadily than the war — and more men are being called back to work, there is an air of uncertainty in the community. The miner told NEWS & LETTERS, "Look at what has happened before. First there was the cutting machine, then the loading machine. Now we have the continuous miner. All of these things have thrown men out of work. People that machines are progressing and that you can't stop progress. How can it be progressed? Just as the miners are thrown out of work? Progress, to me, means that more and more men can live better lives. The men know who are out of work, and their families, sure aren't living any better lives. Something will just have to be done about all the people thrown out of work."

UPSTAIRS CONNECTED WITH WAR

There is a steady growing suspicion that the sudden upsurge in coal is somehow connected with war. Consolidation Coal Company, the largest commercial coal producer in the world, has government contracts to produce coal to be used in the development of the atomic program.

This development has been a windfall to the miners. Only a short time ago, when the cutting machine; they saw it with the loading machine. They feel it more sharply now with the new "continuous miner" which works a section with five men where before they needed more. During periods of mechanization, miners would go to other industries and find work. But with automation, layoffs occur in other industries as well. Today, a laid-off miner knows that if he does work elsewhere, he will be the first to go when a layoff hits since he is now in the industry without seniority. Many miners have already experienced this.

**COMPETITION FROM OIL & GAS**

Oil and natural gas have cut very deeply into the coal market. Railroads have converted to diesel oil to run their locomotives. Oil and gasoline have practically replaced coal as a fuel for heating homes. Not only are these fuels cheaper, they are cleaner. The production of electricity, machinery, has been installed to convert from coal to oil by the eminent commercial coal producer in the world, has got rid of work — permanently.

**WORRIED ABOUT AUTOMATION**

To the miners, mechanization has meant one thing: men are thrown out of work. Henry Ford's talk of the automation of the cutting machine; they saw it with the loading machine. They feel it more sharply now with the new "continuous miner" which works a section with five men where before they needed more. During periods of mechanization, miners would go to other industries and find work. But with automation, layoffs occur in other industries as well. Today, a laid-off miner knows that if he does work elsewhere, he will be the first to go when a layoff hits since he is now in the industry without seniority. Many miners have already experienced this.
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A DOCTOR SPEAKS
BY M.D.

Modern medicine has achieved its greatest development in the United States. It has grown steadily with the progress made in medical science. In recent years, however, there have been signs of a decline in the virtue of the average citizen to the medical man. There are indications of suspicion and doubt and even a questioning of integrity.

There is today, however, a greater necessity for dependence on the services of doctors. The present period of social instability has created great numbers of malfunctioning individuals who seek relief from the only source many of them know. The physician must feel the responsibility due to the presenting situation.

As the situation of the medical profession is one of the most important things on earth, the present day seems to be a time when the medical profession should be closely watched.
We Elect You

No, I said, “Go ahead. The work has to be done by 50 for ten days, so many men asked for a pass at lunch time that the shop was forced to close down.

On Friday, they usually pay us after lunch so we are happy, but so many of us asked for a pass and for our checks before lunch that the company just closed shop and gave us our checks.

The Personnel Chief said, “What can you do? We thought we could cut down absenteeism and walkouts with our bonus and holiday system, but this heat wave is something you can’t beat.”

I was standing close by when the temp was 90° for 10°, so many words: have you ever belong to a group that is in favor of over- employment application. When I sat down to fill out his application but had been hired in. The receptionist said, “冲锋 jammed up behind them.

We live a little more like human beings because we are ignored by the busy supervi- sion and the petty cur- rency of the men who have trying to get a job doing the work done by each. Every- one gets a pretty-good- size check.

The same relationshio exists in the factory. Skilled tool and die makers are making down right to $10,000 a year, while the big shot en- gineers earn lucky to hit $5,000 to $7,000 a year. Their pride in their white collar costs them plenty in their pay envelopes.

The same relationshio exists in the matter of job security. The men in the skilled A.P.I. building trade un- ion are rarely without jobs and treated very severely by their bosses who fear strikes. The same relationshio exists in the matter of job security. The men in the skilled A.P.I. building trade unions are rarely without jobs and treated very severely by their bosses who fear strikes.

As far as I am concerned they are hiring me for a cer- tain amount of time to do a definite job. They are entitled to ask what experience I have for that job and more than that. They can and should ask these tech- nicians can always be fired on two weeks notice. No one is entitled to a job for life.

As far as I am concerned they are hiring me for a cer- tain amount of time to do a definite job. They are entitled to ask what experience I have for that job and more than that. They can and should ask these tech- nicians can always be fired on two weeks notice. No one is entitled to a job for life.

Where I have worked in I have never had a job where the pay was tied to the temperature. To revolt as skilled workers as they have is always a pretty good- sized check.

The workers in the plant, through their recent strike against poor pay and working conditions, have changed the whole attitude of the company. They have shown the company that they are not going to be pushed around any longer. They have shown the company that they are not going to be pushed around any longer.

The same relationshio exists in the matter of job security. The men in the skilled A.P.I. building trade unions are rarely without jobs and treated very severely by their bosses who fear strikes.

As far as I am concerned they are hiring me for a cer- tain amount of time to do a definite job. They are entitled to ask what experience I have for that job and more than that. They can and should ask these tech- nicians can always be fired on two weeks notice. No one is entitled to a job for life.
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As far as I am concerned they are hiring me for a cer- tain amount of time to do a definite job. They are entitled to ask what experience I have for that job and more than that. They can and should ask these tech- nicians can always be fired on two weeks notice. No one is entitled to a job for life.

As far as I am concerned they are hiring me for a cer- tain amount of time to do a definite job. They are entitled to ask what experience I have for that job and more than that. They can and should ask these tech- nicians can always be fired on two weeks notice. No one is entitled to a job for life.

As far as I am concerned they are hiring me for a cer- tain amount of time to do a definite job. They are entitled to ask what experience I have for that job and more than that. They can and should ask these tech- nicians can always be fired on two weeks notice. No one is entitled to a job for life.

As far as I am concerned they are hiring me for a cer- tain amount of time to do a definite job. They are entitled to ask what experience I have for that job and more than that. They can and should ask these tech- nicians can always be fired on two weeks notice. No one is entitled to a job for life.
THE GOVERNMENT INDICTS THE UAW

Under ordinary circumstances, the leading issue among UAW workers would be the recent indictment of the Union by the Government for the way union money was spent during the election campaign. But the workers are less concerned about the impression that they were and are about contract negotiations.

Many strongly resent the Government’s interference in their union. They cannot believe it is to protect them. Some disagree with the Union leaders, thinking that they are not spending the money, the members having nothing to say about how it is spent and how much. They feel that the Union leaders themselves have to create this presentation, and that if the UAW rank and file had their say, they would still prefer to do it for themselves in their own way. The Government is encouraging the workers to talk about the officials, and this is ignorance on the workers’ part. What is needed is to “educate” the workers. But the union members also know that many Democrats are reactionary and anti-labor and that their money is also being used to get this kind elected.

The union leaders recognize fully what is the workers’ attitude on many of their selections. They act as if they have no idea what is going on. They are in bed with the Democratic Party. Of course, Lewis doesn’t know whether it is or is not. He is afraid to stay out long. Everybody is in debt. Everything he buys is on the installment plan. If he loses too much time from work, he will lose his home or his car or his TV set.

Ford World Detroit

The union asked us what we wanted but not a single demand was included as the workers were so out of work. Everything he has in his union money was put into GAW. That contract is no good. It is not guaranteed and we are exactly where we were before on local grievance—nowhere.

GM Worker, Detroit.

The two WORLD columnists say (July 2) that Reuther was too much attracted by the administrative plan of Russia. I don’t know whether it is or not, but the Heilbroner labor lieutenant of capitalism. Bureaucrats of that kind are in the world over whether it is in the CIO or AFL, or in Russia. All they ever want is to fight. They just fight the workers over whatever it is that they fight. If they lose too much time from work, they will lose their homes and they will keep making aston, do we think people are going to take that?

Woman Auto Worker Detroit

Federal workers I know they have nothing against factory work. Factory workers make more money when they work, but you never hear how much do work. Working for the government, at least they will not be in debt. That’s what we tried to get this time.

Auto Worker Minneapolis

News reports arrive that the strip tease dancers, who have many grievances, are organizing a union. We trust that everything will come off all right.

Trombone Player Boston

All was very uneventful

STRIKES, CONTRACTS & CONDITIONS

I do not agree with your criticism of Reuther. GAW was what the workers had asked for, for years, only Reuther couldn’t have worked it out as GAW and that’s why I see nothing. The people in the AFL are in bed with the Communists. They should join us. But the UAW leaders recognize fully what is the workers’ attitude on many of their selections.

Ford World Detroit

The $64 question is, why did the Government chose to crack down on Reuther and his union immediately after he had won his “historical” contract victory without a strike? They know and have seen the resentment and outburst of workers against the settlement. They also felt that the Government is letting them know who is the boss.

Everyone remembers what the Democratic Party did to the United Mine Workers in striking. But the union was so-called friendly of the workers people, nearly wrecked the United Mine Workers Union financially. The UAW could not go all out against that action because its leaders were always in bed with the Democratic Party. Of course, Lewis was a Republican, but the same thing was done to the Railroad Brotherhood by the Democrats — and Whitney, the president of the Brotherhood was a Democrat.

Now, with the indictment, the UAW has suddenly found a mouth speaking: Is freedom of speech only for Republicans? It’s a good question, but the UAW was very silent when Congress was passing all those reactionary laws. A year later the United Mine Workers strike was going on in Detroit, Rep. Clardy, of the Un-American Activities Committee was shown on TV saying he would investeigate every worker that was taking part in the strike. The police were as brutal as during any strike in the early days of organizing. UAW officials were quiet about the strike because it was called by the United Electrical Workers which had been expelled from the CIO for being Communist dominated. These officials could only say it is too bad, these workers are caught between the company and the Communists. They should join us. But the UAW rank and file put their leaders on the spot and themselves went to support the United Mine Workers because they knew that if that strike was broken the UAW would be in even greater danger.

No one can say what will be the outcome of this recent indictment. Many workers believe that the union leaders are getting too big for the Government and now the Government is saying it knows who is the boss.

When the union leaders return to relying solely on the strength of the working people and not directing them into any party unless it is controlled for any by workers, then there will be no interference by the Government. This was true in the early days of the UAW.

Workers are seeking the words “the use of funds” with which the Government is charging the UAW. One worker said, “When did the Government, or any big businessman, care about some one illegally using a worker’s money for his own benefit?”

The ugly guys who may benefit are those, with only a little money, who are in debt and the Communists, especially someone that’s helping them.

“Workers are opposed to those union leaders if what they do is not good for the workers, and if any of them use any other way and continue to spend that amount and more.”

He said, “It should be equally illegal for those union leaders in the AFL to say that the rank and file workers, especially someone that’s helping them: “We are opposed to those union leaders if what they do is not good for the workers, and if any of them use any other way and continue to spend that amount and more.”

It should be equally illegal for those union leaders in the AFL to say that the rank and file workers, especially someone that’s helping them: “We are opposed to those union leaders if what they do is not good for the workers, and if any of them use any other way and continue to spend that amount and more.”

C. D.
Views

until one of the North African delegates took a poke at colonialism and was repelled by the Chair
man, Mr. Van K szczególnie. Mr. Van K Kfiendt had stated, in the press and in a TV inter view, that the purpose of the conference was to commemorate the meeting was to commemorate
the founding of the League of Nations. If the League of Nations had achieved, or hadn't achieved; and not to take
any definite actions on issues.

Steady Reader
San Francisco

Frankly, I'm worried about the status of democracy in the United States. As a native-born American. and free, a taxpayer, an active citizen, a father, a practicing professional and democrat, and democracy generally, I'm worried.

Why, in a democracy, can't we have an army and a police force that everyone will accept as their own, and a navy that everyone will accept as their own? Why isn't democracy the can't-i-do-it syndrome paper can. Keep in mind that the American flag.

why it's American songs (July 22). My belief is that you are using. It

has ideas of what he wants. I'm only trying to help you do it.

Non-Singer, Detroit.

I have to agree with the point you made in your article on changing relations in the South (July 8) when you said that relations are no,

ing of racial relations only intensifies the general crisis.

I notice in the daily papers that the Southern leaders are really mobilizing to keep segregation in the schools even to the point where the Virginia Congressmen punched Adam Clayton Powell during the House. And just re cently, in Louisiana, with

in a shotgun blast the Windows of a Quaker office for equal

jobs. For Negroes a few hours after two Negro stu

dents were shot on the campus of the state uni

versity.

W. T., New York.

YOUTH

Every young person knows that he must be as good as he can be, that he must study his craft, and that he must define the term, worker, "in such a way as to include only those who could have acquired a proletarian mentality from their own experience, and who could be the foundation of the new workers' state that has taken power but was nevertheless heading back to capitalism. He in
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Letter From Africa

SOUTH AFRICAN READER SAYS:
"Racial Tension Due To Government Policy"

Dear Sir:

I have enjoyed Charles Denby's articles. I hope to send a dollar as a contribution to the new paper in a few weeks to come. I hope to write an article about working conditions facing the Negroes in South Africa.

We live in a country with many national- and a lot of a racial discrimination. South Africa's high racial tension is due to the oppressive policy of the Government. Everyone is made by the Government to keep the black man in the low standard of living in every way. There are some of the usuries by some Cabinet Ministers. The Native must remain where he is if the white man is to maintain himself in South Africa. He must develop according to his own lines. There is no place for him in white South Africa in the exception of certain forms of labour. Any move to give the Native anything white would be very suicidal.

For example, the Negro in South Africa is prohibited from seeking the work he prefers freely in cities in South Africa. He has to get a special permit of seeking employment from the Government Pass Office. These permits are refused to him as he is an undesirable in the city. The police demand these documents in the streets every morning, hours being of seeking work. To be without them is an offence liable to a jail sentence. These regulations affect all the Negroes, even those who earn a living and brought up in cities, who know nothing about country life. They are ordered to quit urban areas within 72 hours as from the very date the notice is issued. Failing which is a great offence. When one intends to change employment he has to go for a special permit from the Government Pass Office. Negroes from districts are drastically debarred from placing their feet in the cities. At the same time, the Government is busy recruiting farm labour from their own.

The Northern white man doesn't seem to think that the Negro people can do anything but dig a ditch or work in the hottest part of the factory, which is the foundry, put up electric wire, lay a railroad track, or put up telegraph wire.

But they don't know that the white man in the South put Negroes on any kind of job at all so he can sit around in a white shirt and not get dirty.

That is why I say that Northern whites think that putting up telegraph is too fine a job for Negro people. WE ARE HERE TO STAY.

After all these hundred of years, Negroes are not ready to accept the Negro people in the United States. I want to tell you that I think some whites still think that we are a bunch of wild monkeys.

The reason I am saying this, you just go and buy a house in a white neighbor­hood and see just how they start going from door to door wherever to each other. "Do you know that Negroes are moving into our neighbor­hood? We must move some place else, or get them out of the way."

They know it's no need of trying to make them move, because wherever a Negro buys a house, he is bound to stay, if he has to fight to stay.

So then the whites will start where they used to start in the city and lose their right to take a part in voting and electing candidates and all the benefits that city life means.

W. W. G. " Junguestt, S. Africa

MORE THAN WHITE PEOPLE KNOW

S e c t s Run, W. Va. — The road is hard for colored.

That is, they try to make it hard for us.

There is a difference between the North and the South. There are differences between Pittsburgh, Chicago, and New York. In Pittsburgh there are more jobs, and you get more money for your jobs. There are more places to go.

CHANGES IN NORTH

Detroit — I was in line at the supermarket. A well­dressed customer in front of me leaned over to the cash­ier, lowered his voice and said, "If that colored woman is going to work steady as a cashier"

The cashier answered, "Since they have always got much colored trade, management decided to put on a colored girl and one boy."

The customer said, "We're getting the colored kids so soon, so many are moving in."

To which the cashier said, "I know it."

I didn't know what I could say at the moment. If I said something, I might put pressure on the young colored woman. Or, it might make her feel better if I had blurted out my indignation—that the white woman was selling herself out by their ignorance?

B U S I N E S S M A N T H E R E A R S : "D o n e t w i n g 1952. This serial has been specially prepared for NEWS & LETTERS. Here is the third installment.)

The riding boss came up and said, "Take your arm off her."

"You and I'll take care of you."

Curtis swore and hit the rid­ ing boss. He knocked him down.

The riding boss got up and said, "You here, I'll take care of you."

I was excited; it was the first time that I had ever really hit a white man. My father was excited and I asked him what would happen to Curtis. He told me that what ever happened to Curtis would happen to me, so I hit a lot of other Negroes and we got even."

I said, "But he hit a white man, I'm scared."

My father said, "I'll whip you if you're afraid. You're afraid of a white man, I won't own you for a son that's afraid of a white man."

Nothing hurt me so much saying that Dad took what he owed, but I shot a cigarette at him. About two hundred Negroes gave me a cold look and I found myself a lot of other Negroes and we got even."

Curtis said, and let it be known everywhere."

Bring forth a good fight with this woman. If I ever meet a white man I'll be running to him."

Berger fired the riding boss and he and his family moved off the plantation.

(Two to Be Continued)
Working For Independence  

By ANGELA TERRANO

I read the editorial on youth by C. D. C. in the last issue of NEWS & LETTERS (July 22). I thought it was good but it raised some old questions in my mind.

It mentions "two fundamental problems: 1) the difficulty of finding a job. . ." I was in the search for jobs, and 2) their revolt against the inhuman discipline of the factory. I was faced with that every day. I think this is an attempt to connect the youth with the "social circle in their own neighborhood." It comes out with pictures about juvenile delinquency, the reasons or it anything about the problems of the adults who have to face it. It is not the same as the "experts" on youth who see in five minutes that they are the sham student government or something like that, which is the idea that they are the chosen leaders. But the majority of the kids don't see anything in it.

FEEL FREE WITH FRIENDS

After all these stories in the newspapers a lot of people get just enough, what's happening to them?" Somewhere it's forgotten that there is a kids who enjoy themselves together with their friends. That usually, in the street with their friends or in their club, they feel a pretense of being polite but she didn't fool anyone. She hated people who didn't have any sense. Her roommates at the factory were women like herself who wanted to go ahead.

Her husband had an important white collar job and so did most of the women, who supported her with the exception of her best friend, whose husband was a cop. The women didn't care to associate with those kind of men who did manual labor.

So when I saw this woman at a PTA meeting, I stood right away her dominant personality. You could see she was in the middle of a group of housewives who finally refused to go to PTA meetings.

WANTS TO BE QUEEN BEE

When I first saw this woman at a PTA meeting, I stood right away her dominant personality. You could see she was in the middle of a group of housewives who finally refused to go to PTA meetings.

Just A Housewife

By Mrs. Martha Hunt

When you move into a new neighborhood, you size up a situation and choose sides in the class war. I know you're not the only one, but that's how the factory but it's there. From parents, cops, teachers, even the women who are employed there. It isn't just the discipline in the factory that keeps these people in this age group at trying to stay out of the factory? Would they rather get white collar jobs? Is it that they have their parents and their friends just working day in and day out to live on, and some getting a few "luxuries"? When there is a kids who enjoy themselves together with their friends. That usually, in the street with their friends or in their club, they feel a little free of all these other things.

But isn't it that the youth have a great desire to "be long" as if they have to learn something before they make the grade. I don't think they do so at any rate. They do belong. When you're young you have a less experience and I just think kids know more than adults think they do. As long as you do the right thing when the authorities and many adults get the idea that they don't know very little of all these other things.

on your husband's wage? You can't make it on. You have to have a ten-hour day. You have to have a ten-hour day. The other women laughed at me and said, "You're the one who's got a little bit of mixture in me. Maybe that's why she said, "Well, you don't look it. I don't believe you're a Mexican." You don't have to look like something to be something. There are just little incidents like that. It happens in school too.

Overtime and Installment Plan

I had a discussion with the women on the block on over­ time and the installment plan. Many of the women have the problem of getting new things or they're in the process of getting new things little by little. Some of the women besides myself, who just moved into this new tract, agree that we cannot get the things we want for the same

She Guarantees Her Annual Wage

All told me of a woman factory worker who, for the last three years, gets three months sick leave just be­ fore she gets laid off. She brings a doctor's letter as soon as the lower levels of women get it as she will a few days later.

When asked why she does it, she replied that she gets her guaranteed annual wage this way. Three months sick leave benefit as $32 a week and five months unemployment. She says that, in her shop, women are lucky to work four or five months a year.

Ellen said some women workers, even if they don't get laid off, have to take sick leave to be with their children during the summer months when there is no school. Also that man and wife working all year leaves much housework to be caught up on. You can't make it on your husband's wage alone if he is an unskilled worker, and if you also work, it is tough as there is so much to be done. After the day's work.

"This is one time I MIGHT appreciate the poor breathing down my back."

The Blackboard Jungle' Makes Kids Guineas Pigs

Los Angeles—I just saw "The Blackboard Jungle." It was a very interesting picture. Most of it was spent telling about the troubles of the young teacher at home and in school of his determina­tion to "get to" his pupils and how he finally does it, in spite of the efforts of a couple of kids who have it in for him. But the picture just used the kids as sounding board or his ideas, like guinea pigs. At crucial times Hollywood seems to come out with pictures about juvenile delinquency, the reasons or it anything about the problems of the adults who have to face it. It is not the same as the "experts" on youth who see in five minutes that they are the sham student government or something like that, which is the idea that they are the chosen leaders. But the majority of the kids don't see anything in it.

"You'd Better Get Up and Leave ..."

Los Angeles—I used to belong to the Calling-All-Girls Club. I remember there was a girl from New York. She had come into Los Angeles as a stranger and we had really got together. I used to think kids know more than adults think they do. As long as you do the right thing when the authorities and many adults get the idea that they don't know very little of all these other things.

"They were played as untamed kids by the "experts" on youth who see in five minutes that they are the sham student government or something like that, which is the idea that they are the chosen leaders. But the majority of the kids don't see anything in it.
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SHARING SHORT-CUTS

Pink and onion odes can be removed from cutlery and dishes by adding a little amonia or vinegar to the warm dish water.

She guarantees her annual wage

All told me of a woman factory worker who, for the last three years, gets three months sick leave just be­ fore she gets laid off. She brings a doctor's letter as soon as the lower levels of women get it as she will a

on a 40-hour wage. We cannot exist on a 40-hour wage.

I said, "Labor fought so desperately for the eight­ hour day and now you can't live on an eight-hour day, but you have to work a ten-hour day, at least."

The other women laughed and one of them said, "You can't really live without the installment plan."

She ought to know, because she doesn't really have anything as a result of fighting against living on the in­ stallment plan for so many years. She finally gave in un­ der the pressure.

Getting back to the 40­ hour week, you can't live on the amount your husband you can't live with your hus­ band when he works on a 72 or 60-hour week. One of the women says she has a "hellos" and "goodbyes" re­ lationship with her husband. She only sees him weekends. She has three children and they another but she doesn't know when they're going to have time to work it.

Actually, you're torn in two. For the first time in my life I own nice things and at the same time I wish my husband had more time to relax and enjoy them.

"They were played as untamed kids by the "experts" on youth who see in five minutes that they are the sham student government or something like that, which is the idea that they are the chosen leaders. But the majority of the kids don't see anything in it.

"They were played as untamed kids by the "experts" on youth who see in five minutes that they are the sham student government or something like that, which is the idea that they are the chosen leaders. But the majority of the kids don't see anything in it.
WORLD OUTLOOK

The pressures of a new crisis are now building to a boil in Italy, which for ten years has been in the grip of economic and political upheaval. Ever since they killed Mussolini and hung his body by its heels, the Italians went from one government to another in an effort to reorganize and reenergize their own lives.

The temporary emergency at its disposal, the State Department has poured millions of dollars into Italy to support the government through the past election campaign. This coalition now has uncertainly in the heart of the most revitalized government, so the new government, composed of the most reactionary elements of Italian society, the traditional liberal, the industrialists and the Church.

With this coalition as the obvious enemy of the Italian masses, the Communists have been able to head off the mass movement. Twice, they have shown the power that they could have had it for the asking because the Italian Army was neither at the frontiers nor within the country itself. Before the Communists will talk, they need the assurance that they can destroy the workers movement by the might of the Army and the terror of the secret police.

At this moment, the Italian Communist Party has never thought of the solution of this crisis rest on what we do between now and then. We can do it if we want to do it. It could be worked out. But what I think is that the Christian Democratic coalition—which seems to be a mass movement directed by the danger of collapsing. Unofficial and semi-official observers in Europe say that the State Department is warning the State Department to take a more conciliatory attitude to the so-called left and not to show any eagerness in the basket of clerics and industriaists.

In the last months, so far as publicity to criticize the American Ambassador to Italy, Carei Bottle East, for his unashamed alliance with the reactionary clerics. They openly hint—and more than hint—that they will not be able to ally with the Communists because they know their own impotence and are willing to throw the situation on the Communists to stifle a mass outburst of the Italian people. This understanding is based on a three-year campaign of liberty and disestablishment.

FROM THE BEARS MOUTH

News of "disturbances in the coal mines," a false name for work stoppages—murders of collective farm officials Russians newspaper Izvestia and Inverstia. Those throw a great deal more light on the so-called change of Russian prices of the Italian press. For the last of her top bureaucrats. Here are two stories that tell one more of the than a tale of the revolution. Though they occurred last Fall and Winter, they were not recently reported in the press.


"Day after day she shouted to a man and stupid phrases into the ventilator..."